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Answer: B 

QUESTION: 137 
NetApp recommends that Fibre Channel switches that have both disk and tape connected 
to them should have separate zones created for each 

A. True 
B. False 

Answer: A 

QUESTION: 138 
Which set of commands should be used 
problems from the storage system console? 

A. ifstat, netdiag 
B. perfstat. tracert 
C. sysconfig - cr. sysstat 
D. dish shm_stats. sysstat 

Answer: A 

QUESTION: 139 

for troubleshooting Ethernet connectivity 

In a fabric-attached MetroCluster a "site failure" is described as a 

A. failure of the Inter-Switch-Links (ISL) 
B. failure of the interconnect cable 
C. complete failure of the primary controller and disk shelves 
D. malfunction of the Fibre Channel adapter on the cluster node 

Answer: C 

QUESTION: 140 
These are three methods of creating a LUN: 
*lun create 
*lun map 
*lun setup 

A. True 
B. False 

Answer: B 
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Which command shares out the directory /vol/vol2/home using the share name "netapp'"? 

A. cifs shares -add /vol/vol2 netapp 
B. cifs shares -add /vol/vol2/home/netapp 
C. cifs shares -add netapp vol/vol2 
D. cifs shares -add netapp /vol/vol2/home 

Answer: B 

QUESTION: 142 
To automatically export volumes and directories on storage system reboot, include them in 
the /etc/exports file. 

A. True 
B. False 

Answer: A 

QUESTION: 143 
With 64-bit aggregates, the number of FlexVols that can be created on a storage controller 
is 

A. 500 
B. 1000 
C.6400 
D. 64000 

Answer: A 

QUESTION: 144 
Five minutes ago. you performed a single file SnapRestore on a arge NFS file 40% of your 
NFS users are now containing about getting "stale file handles" for the file. Which is the 
most likely cause of this problem and the best procedure to correct it? 

A. These users are cn a different subnet from the others Start troubleshooting by checking 
their subnet. 
B. After a single file SnapRestore NFS users have to reboot their systems Have them 
reboo: their systems 
C. NFS users who try to access a reverted file without first reopening it might get a "stale 
file handle" error message. Have the users try to reopen the file and see if the problem is 
resolved. 
D. This might be due to an NFS storage system and client version mismatch. Check to see 
that these users have the same version of the NFS client that existed at the time the 
snapshot was. 
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Answer: C 

QUESTION: 145
 
Which two cp types would indicate a busy storage system? (Choose two.)
 

A. cp_from_busy 
B. cp_from_ cp 
C. cp_from_log_full 
D. cp_from_ timer 

Answer: B,C 

QUESTION: 146 
After issuing the aggr split aggrO/plexO aggrNew command 

A. there is a new plex called aggrNew 
B. there are two new plexes. plexO and plexNew 
C. there is a new mirrored aggregate called aggrNew 
D. there are two unmirrored aggregates, aggrO and aggrNew 
E. flexible volumes are evenly split between aggrO and aggrNew 

Answer: B 

QUESTION: 147 
An iSCSI_ is established when the host initiator logs into the iSCSI target. Within a 
_________ you can have one or more________. 

A. connection connection sessions 
B. connection session connections 
C. session connection sessions 
D. session, session, connections 

Answer: B 

QUESTION: 148
 
Which are three characteristics of an iSCSI or FCP SAN implementation? (Choose three.)
 

A. a LUN can be converted into a VLD. 
B. LUNS can be accessed using the FCP protocol. 
C. LUNs can be accessed using the iSCSI protocol. 
D. Block services are associated with an iSCSI or FCP SAN environment. 
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Answer: B,C,D 

QUESTION: 149 
Which two statements apply to an entry in the /etc/exports file regarding exporting 
directories/qtrees and volumes'? (Choose two.) 

A. Each volume must be exported separately. 
B. Exports are accessible only to hosts with names 
C. user names used in an export must be resolvable 
D. Exports can access multiple paths on the same volume. 

Answer: A,D 

QUESTION: 150 
To collect per client NFS statistics on a storage system the option nfs.per_client_stats 
enable must be set on 

A. True 
B. False 

Answer: A 
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